THE FUTURE OF NPM
5 QUESTIONS NETWORK TEAMS NEED TO ANSWER

INTELLIGENT WORKFLOWS WITH MACHINE LEARNING

The old way of managing network performance is not sustainable. ExtraHop offers an analytics-first approach suited to modern IT trends—like SDN and cloud—that also scales as IT environments become more complex and data volumes grow. Ushering NPM into the future, ExtraHop puts network teams at the core of the digital enterprise, providing insight into transactions as they occur, to improve end-user experiences and detect threats.

1. HOW WILL YOU ENSURE YOUR TEAMS ARE FOCUSING ON WHAT MATTERS?
Eight out of ten IT teams rely on users to let them know there is a problem. What if you had someone always watching your environment, always learning, to detect and alert you to anomalies as they occur in real-time? With ExtraHop Addy—cloud-based anomaly detection backed by machine learning—your team would be able to make the shift from reactive troubleshooting to proactive decision-making.

2. WHAT CAN YOU DO TO GET TO THE ANSWERS YOU NEED, FASTER?
The value of tactical data decreases by 70 percent after 30 minutes. If searching through packets takes a half hour or longer, you’re making decisions based on nearly expired information. To minimize incident costs, you need to act faster. And because the ExtraHop platform does all analysis upfront, you can quickly drill down from high-level views of the entire environment to precise details—like the forensic evidence contained in packet captures. You can even start with a particular user, device, or IP address and explore from there.

3. HOW CAN YOU KEEP YOURSELVES OUT OF THE WAR ROOM?
When there’s a problem in the IT environment, the network is often the scapegoat of choice. It’s time to shift from speculation to the truth. ExtraHop uses observable, objective wire data to deliver analytics everyone can understand and benefit from: your database team can see which queries are slow; your web team can correlate errors with specific browsers, etc. With visibility to transactions across tiers, teams get to the root of a problem faster and waste less time pointing fingers.

4. CAN YOUR INFRASTRUCTURE AND BUDGET SCALE TO SUPPORT PERPETUAL DATA GROWTH?
At the rate data volumes are growing, traditional means of packet capture will soon be impossible. You need the ability to scale—both vertically and horizontally—to keep up. The ExtraHop platform allows for increased throughput (100 Gbps) to meet the higher data demand as well as more lookback, without paying the premium cost of expensive storage.

5. HOW WILL YOU PROTECT THE BUSINESS AND CLOSE THE SECURITY VISIBILITY GAP?
The ExtraHop platform provides excellent visibility into east-west traffic that is a blind spot for most organizations. With wire data for all lateral communications, you can detect anomalous behavior such as ransomware and suspicious Active Directory activity. A Senior Network Engineer had this advice for prospective customers: “Look at the other areas that ExtraHop provides [besides NPM]. Malware detection was a big value-add for our organization. None of the other vendors offered something like that so easily.”

Simple solution to advanced problem solving.
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CUT THE WORK FROM YOUR WORKFLOW
You Need an Intelligent Workflow Backed By Machine Learning

SEE YOUR ENTIRE ENVIRONMENT IN REAL-TIME
Gain comprehensive, global, real-time insight into everything transacting on the wire. Machine learning-driven anomaly detection, ExtraHop Addy, creates baselines and identifies issues early on for 24-7 superhuman IT power.

USE BIG DATA WITHOUT THE BIG HEADACHE
Get granular, indexed, and searchable details of every wire data transaction. You’ll be able to rapidly investigate issues with ad hoc search and query—no data scientist required!

DRILL DOWN INTO THE DETAILS
Drill down to—or begin with—data correlated with the exact metrics, users, or packets you’re looking for to obtain the forensic evidence needed for root-cause analysis.

READY TO SEE FOR YOURSELF?
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ABOUT EXTRAHOP NETWORKS
ExtraHop makes data-driven IT a reality. By applying real-time analytics and machine learning to all digital interactions, ExtraHop delivers instant and unbiased insights. IT leaders turn to ExtraHop first to help them make faster, better-informed decisions that improve performance, security, and digital experience. Just ask the hundreds of global ExtraHop customers, including Sony, Lockheed Martin, Microsoft, Adobe, and Google.
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